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Visual Attention of Pedestrians in Traffic
Scenes: A Crowdsourcing Experiment
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Abstract. In a crowdsourced experiment, the effects of distance and type of the
approaching vehicle, traffic density, and visual clutter on pedestrians’ attention
distribution were explored. 966 participants viewed 107 images of diverse traf-
fic scenes for durations between 100 and 4000 ms. Participants’ eye-gaze data
were collected using the TurkEyes method. The method involved briefly showing
codecharts after each image and asking the participants to type the code they saw
last. The results indicate that automated vehicles were more often glanced at than
manual vehicles. Measuring eye gaze without an eye tracker is promising.
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1 Introduction

Visual attention has been studied extensively from the driver’s perspective. To drive
safely, a driver needs to allocate attentional resources to relevant elements of the driving
task [1, 2]. It is well established that humans examine visual scenes through a combi-
nation of task-driven (top-down) and stimulus-driven (bottom-up) attention [3–5]. For
example, drivers often focus on the vanishing point of the road [3].

The number of pedestrian deaths in traffic fatalities is growing [6]. Most pedestrian
casualties occur during road crossing and can be attributed to incorrect crossing decisions
[7]. A report by the Netherlands Institute for Road Safety (SWOV) expressed concerns
about the lack of knowledge regarding the distractions of non-motorists [8].

Research findings concerning eye movements of drivers cannot necessarily be trans-
lated to pedestrians. For example, the notion of the vanishing point is irrelevant for
pedestrians, who generally walk at low speed. However, a similar concept of the longest
line of sight has been reported to receive pedestrians’ attention when navigating in a
street environment [9]. Pedestrians also tend to look at the area around the horizon [10].

The crossing decisions of pedestrians depend on the configuration of the traffic
scene [11, 12], including the distance to approaching vehicles and traffic density [13].
Pedestrians are more attentive to the road whenmoving vehicles are present as compared
to roads without traffic [14]. In a naturalistic eye-tracking study, Geruschat et al. [15]
found that pedestrians’ eye and headmovements depend on crossing phase (e.g., looking
at bollards, curbs, and lines while walking to the curb and looking at cars while standing;
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turning the head left and right) and crossing strategy (looking at traffic lights when
waiting and looking at cars when crossing early). A study with pedestrians walking in a
parking garage found that pedestrians’ eye movements are directed to specific features,
such as the backs of parked vehicles, wheels, the ground, and the area around the driver
[16].

Eye trackers tend to be expensive and require participants to come to the laboratory.
Fosco et al. [17] used the TurkEyes method for the crowdsourced collection of eye gazes
from a browser without specialized hardware. This method assumes that the location
of the code reported by the participant corresponds to the last location in the preceding
image the participant was looking at.

This study aimed to understand the effect of the distance and type of the approach-
ing vehicle, traffic density, and visual clutter on pedestrians’ visual attention. Diverse
images of traffic scenes were presented to participants for different exposure times. The
experiment was conducted in a crowdsourced setting to collect a large dataset from a
diverse population.

2 Method

The research was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of the TU Delft.
The experiment was conducted via the crowdsourcing platform Appen (https://appen.
com). Participants first answered questions on demographics and driving behavior and
then proceeded to the experiment, where they looked at images of traffic scenes from
the perspective of a pedestrian standing on the pavement and facing the street in front.
107 stimuli were selected based on four parameters:

1. Distance to the most prominent approaching vehicle (car or two-wheeler) [dist]: 0
= short (n = 60), 1 = medium (n = 31), 2 = long (n = 16). In 104 images, the
approaching vehicle was a car, whereas in 3 images, two-wheelers were labelled as
the approaching vehicle. Prominence was assessed subjectively based on the lateral
and longitudinal distance to the pedestrian (i.e., driving lane and distance to the
crossing line, respectively).

2. Traffic density [traf ]: 0 = low (one moving vehicle; n = 32), 1 = medium (a few
moving vehicles; n = 38), 2 = high (many moving vehicles; n = 37).

3. Visual clutter [clut]: 0 = low (only stationary vehicles; n = 21), 1 = medium (sta-
tionary vehicles and a few other objects; n = 60), and 2 = high (stationary vehicles
and many other objects; n = 26), where objects included people, traffic signs, shop
signs, etc. Greenery did not qualify for clutter. Images with a large variety of objects
(in terms of type or color) were classified to the high visual clutter category.

4. Type of the approaching vehicle [veh]: manual (veh = 0; n= 81) or automated (veh
= 1; n = 26). Automated vehicles could be recognized by sensory equipment on
the roof. Of the 26 images with automated vehicles, 18 depicted various types of
Waymo, 6 depicted Uber vehicles, and 2 showed a vehicle of Lyft Self-Driving.

The codingwas performedmanually by the second author. The stimuliwere extracted
frames fromYouTube videos (https://youtube.com), purchased via Shutterstock (https://
shutterstock.com), or downloaded from pxfuel (https://pxfuel.com).

https://appen.com
https://youtube.com
https://shutterstock.com
https://pxfuel.com
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For each stimulus, participants were first presented with a fixation cross for 700 ms,
followed by the stimulus for 100, 151, 227, 342, 515, 776, 1170, 1762, 2655, or 4000ms,
as defined using a logarithmic scale. There were two groups of participants. In Group
1, participants saw the 107 stimuli only once, with a randomly picked duration for
each stimulus. In Group 2, participants were presented with a subset of 10 stimuli for
all 10 durations (i.e., 10 stimuli × 10 durations = 100 stimuli). For both groups, the
presentation order of the stimuli was randomized. After each stimulus, a codechart
with randomly-generated codes linked to coordinates on the stimulus was shown for
700 ms. The participants were then asked to input the code that they saw last. To prevent
participants from looking at the same area of the screen, four sentinel images requiring
the participant to focus on a particular segment on the screen were used (a concept
introduced in [17]). Each sentinel image contained an oval with a face.

The experiment was preceded by a training session containing five traffic scene
images not included in the experiment and five sentinel images. The participants had
to provide at least eight correct codes for the ten images. The participants who failed
to complete the training twice were not allowed to participate in the experiment. All
images (i.e., fixation cross, stimulus, codechart, sentinel) were 1280 × 720 px. After
completing the experiment, a unique worker code was shown that the participant had to
enter to the Appen platform to receive a reimbursement of 0.50 USD.

Heatmaps based on kernel density estimation were created for each stimulus (gen-
erated by the seaborn library for Python with default settings [18]). One Area of Interest
(AOI) of themost prominent approaching vehiclewasmanually created for each stimulus
on the Image Map Generator (https://image-map.net) by the first author (see Fig. 1 for
an example). One stimulus contained two two-wheelers approaching simultaneously;
these were included in the same single AOI. The surface area of the AOI [veh_area]
was calculated in pixels for each stimulus. A Pearson correlation matrix of the image
characteristics and number of gazes to the AOI was calculated among the 107 images.
The script for processing data was created in Python 3.8.5.

Fig. 1. Example of an AOI around the most prominent approaching vehicle.

https://image-map.net
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3 Results

Between December 3rd 2020 and February 3rd 2021, 3848 attempts to conduct the study
were recorded, including people who failed the training session more than twice or
did not reach the end of the experiment. 2000 persons completed the experiment. We
excluded persons who did not read the instructions (N = 24), reported an age under
18 years (N = 3), completed the study in less than 5 min (N = 75), participated more
than once from the same IP address (data from the first run were retained) (N = 408),
made more than two mistakes with sentinel images (N = 394), or provided more than
20% of codechart values with coordinates within a square of 100 × 100 px around the
center of the stimulus (N = 448). After filtering, 966 participants remained (mean age
35.5 years, SD = 10.4 years; 635 males, 328 females, and 3 participants indicated that
they preferred not to respond to the gender question). The mean time for conducting
the experiment was 35.3 min (SD = 18.3 min). The three most represented countries
were Venezuela (N = 429), the United States (N = 86), and Russia (N = 71). The
survey was awarded an overall satisfaction rating of 3.7 on a scale from 1 to 5 by 129
participants who completed the satisfaction survey. Groups 1 and 2 contained 839 and
127 participants, respectively.

Figure 2 shows that the distribution of attention varied with exposure time. For this
stimulus, the vehicle at a large distance, not in the center of the image, attracted more
eye gazes at longer exposure times. Still, participants often focused on the center of the
stimulus across all exposure times.

Fig. 2. Exploration of a traffic scene in the stimulus with a vehicle at a large distance, low traffic
density, and medium visual clutter for the exposure times of 100, 1170, 2655, and 4000 ms.

Figure 3 shows heatmaps for four selected stimuli aggregated across all exposure
times. It is evident that much attention was given to the center of the stimuli.
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Fig. 3. Heatmaps of four selected stimuli.

Fig. 4. Aggregated counts of eye gazes on the object vehicle for values of the (a) distance to the
vehicle, (b) traffic density, (c) visual clutter, and (d) vehicle type.

Figure 4 shows aggregated counts of eye gazes on the object vehicle for all stimuli
and all exposure times for all data and split by the four parameters: vehicle distance,
traffic density, visual clutter, and vehicle type. It can be seen that the number of gazes to
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the AOI containing the vehicle plateaued after an exposure time of 342 ms. It can also
be noticed that it took time for the participants to detect the vehicle when it was far away
(see green bars at the top left figure, representing 5.1% of gazes for 100-ms durations,
and 9.1% for 4000-ms durations).

Figure 5 depicts, for the 107 stimuli, the correlations of the parameters dist, traf , clut,
veh, veh_area, and the number of participants who gazed at the AOI for each of the ten
exposure times. It can be seen that the AOI was less often gazed at in higher traffic den-
sity and more cluttered environments. Furthermore, automated vehicles attracted greater
attention than manual vehicles, which can be explained by the fact that the former were
often presented in low-traffic-density (r =−0.39) and uncluttered (r =−0.34) environ-
ments. Finally, larger AOIs, which correspond to more nearby vehicles, attracted more
attention.

Fig. 5. Correlations among stimulus characteristics and number of glances to the vehicle (n =
107).

4 Discussion

In this crowdsourced study, we explored pedestrians’ visual attentionwith a large sample
of participants. The focuswas on four parameters of a typical traffic scene: (1) distance to
the approaching vehicle, (2) traffic density, (3) visual clutter, and (4) type of approaching
vehicle.

We found that automated vehicles were more often glanced at than manual vehicles,
which can be explained by the fact that images of automated vehicles were often taken
from promotional material, with the automated vehicle being depicted in low-traffic-
density and uncluttered environments. Moreover, 21 of the 26 depicted automated vehi-
cles were white, which might have attracted attention. We also found that participants
required some time to gaze towards the target vehicle. This result is not surprising as
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participants would need to refocus from the fixation cross to a location on the image and
that fixation durations are typically about 250 ms.

A known effect in simulated eye-tracking studies is the center bias [19]. Although
care was taken to filter out people who exhibited unrealistic amounts of attention to the
central part in the stimuli, our analysis still revealed such bias. This bias is reinforced
by the fact that the most prominent vehicle was centered in many of the stimuli.

Crowdsourcing is an efficient data collection method (see [20] for an overview of
15 such studies). In certain cases, results are more robust than data obtained in a com-
parable lab setting [21]. However, some people sign up for crowdsourced scientific
experiments purely because of monetary compensation without paying full attention to
given instructions. This project employed a new data filtering method: we rejected work
from participants who used the same worker code obtained at the end of experiment
more than once. We recommend employing a combination of allocating unique worker
codes and rejecting people that reuse them.

We used a computer monitor, offering a limited field of view. Moreover, participants
could not move through the environment. Previous research has expressed caution about
the use of non-naturalistic data for examining pedestrians’ visual attention. Dong et al.
[22] found differences in the durations of fixations when navigating or detecting objects
in real-world versus simulated environments. The present experiment may be replicated
in an on-road setting with the instruction to cross the road.

The dataset in this research may be useful for answering follow-up research ques-
tions. For example, it may be used to examine the extent to which pedestrians observe
the traffic scene using bottom-up (i.e., looking at salient features) or top-down attention
mechanisms (i.e., looking at non-salient but task-relevant features) [3]. The participants
in Group 2 were exposed to all durations for each of the presented stimuli. This may
make it possible to conduct an autocorrelational analysis. Unlike the large body of litera-
ture focusing on the driver, no models of pedestrians’ visual attention and exploration of
traffic scenes appear to exist. The dataset could be explored for this purpose. In addition,
the method may be expanded towards vulnerable road users such as cyclists, perhaps in
combination with naturalistic data. Finally, the present dataset could be used to analyze
national differences in looking behavior.

5 Supplementary Material

Supplementarymaterialwith stimuli, their descriptions, and anonymizeddata is available
at https://doi.org/10.4121/13614824. The code used for data processing and analysis is
stored at https://github.com/bazilinskyy/gazes-crowdsourced.
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